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Abstract 
Two new types of greedy chains, strongly and semi-strongly greedy, in posets are defined and 
their role in so|ring the jump number problem is discussed in this paper. Ifa poset P contains 
a strongly greedy chain C then C may be taken as the first chain in an optimal linear extension 
of P. If a poset P has no strongly greedy chains then it contains an optimal linear extension 
which starts with a semi-strongly greedy chain. Hence, every poser has an optimal inear 
extension which consist of strongly and semi-strongly greedy chains. Algorithmic issues of 
finding such linear extensions are discussed elsewhere (Syslo, 1987, 1988), where we provide 
a very efficient method for solving the jump number problem which is polynomial inthe class of 
posets whose arc representations contain a bounded number of dummy arcs. In another work, 
the author has recently demonstrated that this method restricted to interval orders gives rise to 
3/2-approximation algorithm for such posets. 
I. Introduction 
A partially ordered set or poser is a pair (P, ~< ), where P is a set of elements 
and ~< is a binary relation on P which is transitive, reflexive and antisymmetric. 
For the sake of simplicity we usually denote a poser (P, ~< ) by its ground set P. 
Only finite posets are considered in this paper. An element q covers another 
element p in P (p, q ~ P) if p < q and p ~< r < q implies p = r. Let us denote 
N~-(q)={p¢P:  p is covered by q in P}, N+ (q) = {p ~ P:. p covers q in P}, 
N - (q) -- {p e P: p < q in P}, and N + (q) = {p ~ P: q < p in P}, where q ~ P. A total 
ordering L = p, P2 ... Pm of P is a linear extension of P if Pi < Pi in P implies i < j. Let 
.Z(P) denote the set of all linear extensions of P. A jump in L is a pair (Pi, Pi+ i) such 
that p~+ 1¢1N+c (Pi). Thejumps" split L into chains ¢:_; of P; we denote such a decomposi- 
tion by L --- Co + Ct + ... + Ch. The number of jumps in L, denoted by s(P, L), 
equals k and the jump number s(P) of P is minimum s(P, L) over all L e .Y(P). The 
jump number problem is to calculate s(P) and construct a linear extension of P with 
s( P) jumps. 
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The jump number problem i~ NP-complete in general [4], but can be efficiently 
solved when a poset is of a special type, e.g. N-free (see [5] and also [6]). Another 
approach applied recently resulted in a number of pseudo-polynomial time algo- 
rithms which solve the problem in polynomial time when the values of certain poset 
parameters are bounded (e.g., width - see [1]; decomposition diameter- see [2]). One 
such algorithm has been proposed in [7] (see also [8] for its implementation), where 
special arc representations of posers have been successfully used. 
The jump number problem can be simplified by restricting the search space to 
greedy linear extensions, ince there always exists an optimal linear extension which is 
greedy. 
A jump (p~, p~+ ,) in a linear extension L = Pl P, ...P,~ of P is oreedy if p~ is not 
covered by any element qEP-L i  such that N-(q)~_{ps,p: ..... pi}, where 
L~ = pt Pz... P~- A linear extension L is greedy if all jumps in L are greedy. It will be 
more convenient inwhat follows to have a greedy linear extension defined in the terms 
ofgreedy chains. A chain C is a greedy chain in P ifN - (p)u{p} -~ C, where p -~ sup C, 
and for no element q e N2(p), the chain Cu{q} has this property. Now, if 
L = Co + C1 + ... + Ck is a greedy linear extension ~fP then Co is a greedy chain in 
P and Ci is a greedy chain in the poset P~ = P - Uj<~ C~ for i ~ 1, 2, .... k. I fa linear 
extension L = Co + C~ + ..- + Ch of P is not greedy, let C~ be the first chain in 
L which is not greedy in P~. Clearly, we can extend Cl to a greedy chain C; in P~ and 
then modify C~ = C j -C ;  for j>  i. Thus, we obtain a linear extension 
L' = Co + C~ + ... + Ci + C~+ ~ + ... + C~ for which s(P, L') <~ s(P, L). We can 
repeat his procedure and transform L to a greedy linear extension, denoted by G(L) 
for which s(P, G(L))<~ s(P, L). Hence, it follows that every poser has an optimal 
linear extension which is greedy. The search space for the jump number problem can 
be further estricted by considering only greedy linear extensions which consist of 
strongly and semi-strongly greedy chains. These new types of greedy chains and 
extensions have b~n introduced in [7] in terms of arc representations of posers. Our 
purpose in this paper is to define strongly and semi-strongly greedy chains directly on 
the posers and to demonstrate heir strength and role they can play in solving the 
jump number problem. 
The results of this paper can be viewed as some extensions of the propert,'es of 
N-free posets to arbitrary posers. A poser P is N-free if it contains no subposct 
Q isomorphic with the poser N (see Fig. 1), where all relations arc covering ones. In 
other words, the diagram of an N-free posct has no subgraph isomorphic to N. One 
can ea~ily prove that P is N-free if and only if the following condition holds for every 
p, qe P: 
N~- (p)f~N~ (q) ~ 0 implies N~ (p) == N~ (q), (1) 
since if p and q do not satisfy (1) then the ~t {p, q, N~" (p), :'I~" (q)} contains N, and 
conversely. We shall say that p and q generate N if they do not satisfy condition (1). 
Note that an N-free poset can also be completely characterized by the condition 
which is obtained from (1) if we replace sets N~- (-) by N~ + ('). A subset Q of P is N-free 
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if every two elements p, q e Q satisfy condition (1), where the sets N~-(.) are defined 
over the entire ground set P. 
2. Strongly greedy chains and posets 
In this section we define strongly greedy chains and prove their main property 
(Theorem 1) which can be applied to reduce the poset size in the jump number 
problem. 
A greedy chain C is strongly greedy if: 
either (s-l) sup C is maximal in P, 
or (s-2) there exists q s P, q ~ sup C such that N2 (q)= N + (sup C) and 
the set Q(q) .-- {q}uN-(q)u{r: r covers an element in N-(q)} is 
N-frce in P. 
Let us use the posets in Fig. I to illustrate strongly greedy chains. In the poser N, 
P2P4 is a strongly greedy chain since P4 is maximal in N. Both greedy chains p~ P3 and 
P2Ps in the poser W are strongly greedy. The 3-crown has no strongly greedy chain. 
The poser P contains three greedy chains: pt, P2Ps and P3P6. The chain pt is not 
strongly greedy in P because there is no q such that N¢ + (Pt) = N~ + ~q). The chain P2 Ps 
is strongly greedy, and P3 P6 is not since two elements of the set Q(ps) = { ps, p2, ps,}, 
namely P4 and Ps, do not satisfy condition (1). 
Although not every poset contains astrongly greedy chain, we now prove that e v~:: 
such chain can begin an optimal inear e~.ension. 
Theorem 1. I f  a poser P contains a strongly greedy chain C then every greedy linear 
extension L of P can be transformed to a greedy linear extension L* of P which begins 
with C and s(P, L*) <~ s(e, L). 
Proof. Let C be a strongly greedy chain in P and let L = Co + C~ + ... + Cs be an 
arbitrary greedy linear extension of P, therefore C~ is a greedy chain in the poser 
P4 P4 PS ~ 
Pl P2 ~ P2 
w ~ P 
Fig. I. Examples ofposets. 
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P~ = P -  y j<cr ,  we  shall transform L into a linear extension L' such that 
s(P, L') ~< s(P, L) and then take G(L') as L*. Let us note first that i fq r ' ,C  ~ O then 
C~ t~ C is an initial segment of C~, since C is a greedy chain in P. Let I be the maximal 
index such that Ct n C 6: 0, therefore if q ta C # 0 for i < ! then C~ c~ C # q .  We can 
have two cases: either Ct ta C = Ct or Ct c~ C c q .  
(A) In the case q ta C = q ,  we define linear extension L '= C + (Co-  C)+ 
(C1 - C) + ... + (q_  1 - C) + Ct+ ~ + .-. + Cs. Note that if sup C is maximal in 
P then C~ r~ C = Ct since otherwise p e Ct - C would also be greater than sup C. 
(B) Let us assume that qtaC ~ q ,  therefore q~C is a terminal segment of C. 
Since Ct ta C # Ct, Ct contains an element which covers up C. Hence, there exists C~ 
such that sup Ch = q, where q is an element of P satisfying condition (s-2) in the 
definition of the strongly greedy chain C. Evidently, k < i. 
Let us denote D~-Ck- -C  and M~C~+CI+ ..- +C;+q+~+- . .  +Cs,  
where C~ = C, C~ = q_  ~ - C for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  k and Ci = q - C for i = k + 1 . . . . .  /. 
Although DuC; is a chain in P, M '  = C~ + C~ + ... + C;_ ~ + (DuC;) may not be 
an initial segment of a linear extension of P. In this case we demonstrate how D can be 
partitioned among the chains C[ + ~ . . . . .  C; to obtain a linear extension required. If M'  
is not an initial segment of a linear extension then there exists p e D and 
i (k + I ~ i < I) such that p < p' for certain p' e C~. Let us denote D = r~ re ... rd and 
iet us definef(r r) to be the minimal index i such that C~ contains an element greater 
than r r. We have f(rr,)<...f(rr~) for j l  < j : ,  since rr, < r~. We now partition 
D = (DI, Dz . . . . .  D,), where D r ~. {b: f(b) = b, b e D}, k + ! ~< ij <~ l, and claim that 
DruCi ~, for j ~- 1, 2 . . . . .  n, is an initial segment of a greedy chain in the poser 
P - (U~<~, cl,.., U ,< jDA 
To show this, we first prove that sup D i is covered by inf C~. Whenj  ~- n, we have 
in = ! and q = supD,, sinee q = supC~. Moreover, infC; covers q. Hence, supD, is 
covered by inf C;. Let j < n. By the definition of D r, there exists p e q~ such that 
sup D r < p. If there exists x¢Cf~ such that sup D~ < x < p then x e C~, where i satisfies 
k + 1 ~ i < b - a contradiction with the definition of D r, Therefore, sup D r is covered 
by an element p of C~. If p > inf C~, then let p' ~ C~ and p' be covered by p. We have 
p ~ Q(q) [ s~ the definition era  strongly greedy chain for the meaning of Qiq)], since 
p covers upD r and supD r < q. We have also p°' e Q(q), where p" covers up D r along 
the chain D, therefore p '~p.  Hence, supDre(N~-{p)taN~-(p')). Moreover, 
p°¢N~" (p") since k < b and C~ is a greedy chain in P - Y~<~q" Therefore, the 
diagram of Q(q) contains N formed by the elements {sup D r, p', p ' ,  p} - a contradic- 
tion with the N-freeness of Q(q). Thus, sup D r is covered by inf C~ in P and hence 
Dr~Cf ~ is an initial segment of a greedy chain in P - (Y~<~q ~ Y~<rDr) • We now 
transform M into L ° by assigning Dr~C~  to C~ for j  ~ 1, 2 . . . . .  n. It is easy to sce that 
L' is a linear extension of P and s(P, L') <~ s(P, L). [] 
As an illustration of Theorem 1, let us consider a poser P, whose diagram is shown 
in Fig. 2. The poset P contains exactly one strongly greedy chain C = PsPs. We have 
N ÷ (sup C) ~ N ÷ (P2) and Q(p2) = {pl, p2, p4}. Therefore, Q(p2) is N-free. Ifwe take 
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• Fig, 2. 
L = PIP2 + P4 + P3PsP: + P6 = Co + C1 + Cz + C3, then I = 2 and k = 0, and we 
have case (B). Therefore, we obtain M = P3Ps + P4 + p7 -I- P6, D = Pl P2 ----" (Pl, P2) 
= (Dl, D2). Hence L' = PaP5 d- PlP.t -F P2P7.4- P6 and L* -- G(L') = P3P5 -F 
Pl P4P6 t- P2P7. Note that Pt P2 is not a strongly greedy chain sine neither sup(pi P2) 
is maximal nor the set Q ( p5 ) = { ps, pa, p6 } is N-free sinee N~ (Ps) c~ N~ (P6) ~ f and 
p4 ~ No- (P6) - N~- (P5). Although there exists an optimal linear extension which 
begins with p~ P2, namely pl P2 -F P3 Ps P7 + p4 p6, the transformation from the above 
proofcannot he applied to C = p~ P2 and, for instance, to L = P3P5 -I- Pl P4P6 ..F P2P7 
since P3P5 cannot be partitioned among two chains p4P6 and PT. 
Strongly greedy chains can he used to reduce the size of posers in the jump number 
problem. We have 
Corollary 1. I f  a poset P contains a strongly greedy chain C then P has an optimal inear 
extension which begins with C and ~(P) ~ s~P - C) + 1. 
Let us note that every greedy chain in an N-free poset is strongly greedy. Moreover, 
every optimal inear extension in an N-free poset consists entirely of strongly greedy 
chains. Some non N-free posets may also have such linear extension;, for instance the 
poset N and the poset drawn in Fig. 2. An L ¢ -~(P) is called a strongly greedy linear 
extension of P if it consists of strongly greedy chains and P is a strongly greedy poser if 
every greedy linear extension is strongly greedy. Evidently, a strongly greedy poser 
P is greedy, that is, every greedy linear extension of P is optimal, The converse 
however is not true in general. The poset W (see Fig. 1), which is not N-free, is an 
example of a strongly greedy poset and the 3-crown (see Fig. 1) is greedy but not 
strongly greedy. Note also that every poset is a subposet of a strongly greedy one. 
A complete and efficient characterization f greedy posets is unlikely to exists (see 
[3]), one may therefore try to characterize strongly greedy posets. We expect hat the 
latter task is easier than the former, since algorithmicaily, testing if a poset admits 
a strongly greedy linear extension can he performed in time polynomial in the poset 
size (see [8] for details). We suspect also that there exists an elel~,ant and efficient 
characterization f posets which have strongly greedy linear extensions. They should 
be "sparsely" non-N-free. 
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3. Semi-strongly weedy chains 
The application of Theorem 1 and its corollary is restricted by the fact that not 
every poser contains a strongly greedy chain. We now define another type of greedy 
chains which can be found in every poset with no strongly greedy chains. The former 
and latter appeared to be very useful in designing an efficient (pseudo-polynomial 
time) algorithm for solving the jump number problem (for details ee [7, 8]). 
A greedy chain C is sem;.-stronoly greedy in P if 
(ss-1) There exist p E C and q¢C such that p and q generate N in P, 
or (ss-2) N + (sup C) ~ N + (r) for every r¢C. 
A semi-strongly greedy chain C is of type a if it satisfies condition (ss-1), otherwise 
C is of type b. Note that some semi-strongly greedy chains C of type a are strongly 
greedy, e.g. when sup C is maximal in P. Fig. 3 i!!ustrates both types of semi-strongly 
greedy chains. As another illustration~ let us consider the posers hown i, Fig. 4 which 
have no strongly greedy chains. The poser P has two greedy chains and both are 
semi-strongly greedy: Pt P3 is of type a since P3 and Ps generate N and P2 is of type b. 
Also, both greedy chains in the poset Q, PtP3 and P2P6, are semi-strongly greedy 
(of type a). The poset R however contains only one such chain, namely P2, which is of 
type b. 
, /~ , , / ' ,  "% 
s~pC r 
t~a  ~b 
Fig. 3. Semi.strongly gn:,:dy chains C (elements of the chains arc fill~ in). 
P 
P4 f 
Q 
Fig. 4. Po~,s with no strongly gre~ly chains. 
P2 
R 
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Not every poser contains a semi-strongly greedy chain. We shall prove, however, 
that every poset with no strongly greedy chain contains a semi-strongly greedy one. 
First, we characterize greedy chains which are neither strongly greedy nor semi- 
strongly greedy. 
Lemnm 1. A greedy chain C which is neither stronoly nor semi-stronoly greedy satisfies 
the following conditions'. 
(i) For e~ry q ~ C (q ~ sup C), if there exists q° ¢ N + (q) then N~ (q') ~- {q}. 
(ii) There exists r~C such that N + (r) ~ N + (sup C) # 0. 
Proef. Let C be a greedy chain which is neither strongly nor semi-strongly greedy. 
The condition N+(sup C)# 0 guarantees that sup C is not maximal in P, since 
otherwise, C would be a strongly greedy chain. Conditions (i) and (ii) constitute the 
negation to (ss-1) and (ss-2), respectively. [=] 
Fig. 5 illustrates non semi-strongly greedy chains in a poser which contains no 
strongly gr~y chains. Note that such posets may have only semi-strongly greedy 
chains, for instance the 3-crown (Fib I) and the poset Q in Fig. 4. 
We now show that every poser contains a semi-strongly greedy chain ~ it has no 
strongly greedy chain. 
Theorem 2. ira poset P has no strongly greedy chain then P has a semi-strongly greedy 
chain. 
Proof. Let P be a poser with no strongly greedy chains and let us consider the family 
.~ of subsets Q(p) of P for p ¢ P [the set Q(p) was defined in condition (s-2) of the 
definition of a strongly greedy chain]. Since P is not N-free, ~ contains at least one set 
which is not N-free in P. We choo~ a minimal member Q(q) in ,~, that is for no 
element q' in Q(q) and q' < q, the subset Q(q°} is non N-free in P. Hence, ifp and p' 
(p ,  p' ~ Q(q)) do not satisfy condition (1) then either p -~ q or p' -~ q. Note also that for 
~r/" 
• mpC~" "~ r 
Fi~ 5. 
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every r ¢ Nf  (q) the set N - (r), which is N-free, is a chain in P, since otherwise P would 
contain a strongly greedy chain. If N~- (q) = {r}, then evidently there exists p ~ N + (r) 
such that p and q do not satisfy condition (1), therefore N - (q) is an initial segment of 
a semi-strongly greedy chain which satisfies condition (ss-1). If IN + (q)l ~ 2 then let 
s satisfy IN + (s)[ = max { IN + (r) l: r E N~- (q)}. We have N + (s) ~ N + (r) for every 
r e N~- (q) since otherwise N-  (s) would form a strongly greedy chain in P. Therefore, 
N + (s)~N + (r) for every element r of P. Hence, if there exists p e N~ + (s) such that 
IN~- (P)I = I then N-  (p) is again an initial segment of a semi-strongly greedy chain of 
type a. Otherwise, N -  (s) is a semi-strongly greedy chain of type b. [] 
In the semi-strongly gtccdy chain C of P we distinguish one element and denote it 
by p(C). If C is of type a then p(C) = N~-(p) for the smallest p which satisfies 
condition (ss-l), otherwise p(C) = sup C. Note that p(C) is unique for a given chain 
C but two different semi-strongly greedy chains C and C' can have p(C) = p(C'). We 
shall make use of the following property of such element p(C). 
Lemma 2. For an arbitrary poset P which contains no strongly greedy chain, if 
K = Cs + C2 + ... + CI is an initial segment of a linear extension of P such that the 
poset U~Z ~ ci contains no element p(C)for any semi-strongly greedy chain C of P then 
no element x in Cl (x ~ sup C~) is covered by y in C i (y ~ inf C ~) for every i < j <~ l. 
Proof. Let i andj  be the smallest indices atisfying I ~< i < j  ~ i such that there exists 
y ~ Cj (y ~ inf C~) which covers an element x ~ C~ (x ~ sup C~). We assume also that 
x and y are the lowest elements of C~ and C~, resp., satisfying the above conditions. 
Hence we have N~-(y) -~ N~-(x') --- {x}, where x '¢  N + (x) - a contradiction, since 
otherwise C~ would b¢ a semi-strongly greedy chain in P and x --- p(C~). I=1 
We are now ready to prove the main property of semi-strongly greedy chains. 
Theorem 3. Ira poset P contains no strongly greedy chain tben for ever 3, greed), linear 
extension L of P there exists a greedy linear extension L* of P which begins with 
a semi-strongly greedy chain and s(P, L*) <~ s(P, L). 
Proof. Let L = Co + C~ + ... + C~ be a greedy linear extension in a poset P which 
has no strongly greedy chain. By Theorem 2, P contains a semi-strongly greedy chain 
and we can determine the smallest index k such that C~ contains an element p(C) for 
a certain semi-strongly greedy chain C of P. We shall now transform L to a linear 
extension L' of P which begins with C and s(P, L') ~ s(P, L), and then take G(L') as 
L*. We can have two main cases. 
(A) There exists a semi-strongly greedy chain C of P such that p(C) ¢ C~ and 
Ch ca C == C~. Evidently, Ch is a terminal segment of C and Cj (forj < k) can have only 
an initial segment common with C. Hence~ L '=C+(Co-C)+ -.. + 
(Ck- ~ -- C) + Ch+ t + "'" + C~ is a linear extension of P and s(P, L') = s(P, L). 
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(B) C~ c~ C ~ Ck for every semi-strongly greedy chain C of P such that p(C) ¢ C~. 
For the sake of clarity of presentation, we distinguish two subcases. 
(BI) There exists a semi-strongly greedy chain C of P with p(C) ¢ Ch and such that 
C~ c~ C is a terminal segment of C. 
To transform L into L' in this case, we first construct L' with C as the first chain 
(similarly as in case CA)) and then partition the elements of C~ - C among the chains 
Cj, O<~j<.k - l .  Let us denote Ck=(b l ,b ,  . . . . .  b~)---(Ckc~C~bl, t+l .. . . .  ba) 
= (C~, C~'), where ! ~< d. Since Cub~ is not a greedy chain in P and Ch is a greedy chain 
in P - U~<hC~, for each bj (! ~<j ~ d) there exists c~ E U~<~Ci such that c~ < bj. Let 
g(b~) denote the maximal index i such that C~ contains an element c for which c < b~. 
We have g(bj,) <~ g(bj~) for j~ < j ,  because b~, < b~. Hence, the chain C~' can be 
partitioned into subchains C~' = (El, E2 .. . . .  E,) such that Ej = {b: g(b) = ij, b E C~}, 
where 1 ~< ij ~< k - 1 forj = 1, 2 .... .  n. We now prove that (Ci~ - C)uE~ is an initial 
segment of a greedy chain in P - (Cu ~i<~j Ciu ~i<jEi) for every j = 1, 2 .... .  n. To 
this end, we first show that sup(C~j- C) is covered by infer. Let us denote. 
x~ = sup {q e Ci: q < inf E~}. Since E~ contains at least one element bwhich is greater 
than an element of Cij, x~ is well-defined for each j. If there exists z~ e P such that 
x~ < z~ < inf E~ then z~ v Ci for certain i, i > i~. Hence, we would have g(b) ~ i > i~ for 
some b in E~- a contradiction with the definition of i~ and E~. Therefore, inf E] covers 
x~. Note that infE~ > infC~. Hence, and by Lemma 2, infE~ can cover only 
supremum of C~. Now, by the definition of E~, there is no element 
y~ P -  (C~ U~<~C~Ui<~E~) such that y < b for any element b of E~. Hence 
(C~ ~ C)=:E~ is an initial segmen t. of a greedy chain in P - (C~-, I I t".,, ~ ,  ~ ~.~ 
Therefore, L' ~- C + C~ + C~ + -.. + C~_~ + C~,+~ + ..- + C~ is a linear extension 
of P, where, first, for every i, 0 ~< i ~< s, we assign C~-  C to C~ and then for 
j = 1, 2 ..... n we assign C[~wE~ to C~. 
(B2) C~c~C is not a terminal segment of C for every semi-strongly greedy chain C of 
P such that p(C) ~ C~. 
Let us choose as C a semi-strongly greedy chain of P such that p(C) ~ C~ and C~ c~ C 
is of maximum length among all such semi-strongly greedy chains. We can write 
C~ = (b~, be ... . .  b~) ~- (C~c~C, b~, b:+ ~ ... . .  b~) = (C~,, C;,'[ where ! ~< d. Since C~nC is 
not a terminal segment of C, sup(C~c~C)< sup C and sup(C~ciC)< sup C~. Let 
q denote b~. We have q e C~ and q e N + (sup(C~nC)). It is clear that there exists 
r # sup(C~c~C) such that r ¢ N~-(q), since otherwise C~taC~{q} would be a segment 
of a semi-strongly greedy chain C' in P for which [C~C'[ > [C~c~C[. Therefore, for 
every element b~ e C~,' there exists c~ e ~i<~Ci such that c~ < b~. We now proceed 
similarly as in the case (BI). [ ]  
A linear extension L = Co + Cl + -'" + Ca of P is a semi-strongly greedy linear 
extension if Ci is a strongly greedy chain in P~ = P - Uj<iCi or a semi-strongly 
greedy one ifPi has no strongly greedy chains. Theorems I and 3 imply the following. 
Corollary 2. Every poser has an optimal linear extension which is semi-strongly gree~v. 
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An algorithm for finding an optimal linear extension which is semi-strongly greedy 
can be implemented to run in time which is polynomial (linear) in the poset size for 
posets with bounded "non N-freeness", which can be measured by the number of extra 
arcs in arc diagrams of posers. We refer the reader to [7, 8] for details. 
4. Conclusion 
We have introduced two new types of greedy chains and a new family of linear 
extensions of a poset which play an important role in solving the jump number 
problem. Recently, it has been shown in !'9] that in the family of interval orders, every 
semi-strongly greedy linear extension is a 3/2 approximate solution to the jump 
number problem. 
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